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I.

Executive Summary

Businesses around the world that have not previously targeted women are now doing so. These include beer
companies, airlines, convenience stores, athletic wear companies, car buying services, taxi cab companies, and
even financial institutions. Businesses are targeting this demographic because women have expressed interest in
products and services that are tailored to their specific needs.
Through direct primary research, the ‘Nother Round Filene i3 team has determined that women are predominantly
responsible for paying the household bills and managing the family budget. However, these same women claim
that those responsibilities are onerous and consider them to be a burdensome “headache.” The good news is that
our team also confirmed that credit unions are a highly trusted resource for financial information. In this position
of trust, credit unions have an opportunity to provide women with a package of financial services to stop the
headaches and create a greater sense of financial independence.
In a direct survey conducted by ‘Nother Round, 90% of more than 1,000 women respondents said they were
responsible for paying their household bills. Another 75% indicated they were the ones who manage the
household budget. They also identified their biggest headaches as the following:
•

Paying bills

•

Setting up and managing a budget

•

Planning for retirement

The purpose of this innovation is to solve the financial pain points for women and in doing so foster an
environment that will lead to increased trust and related sales. Most credit unions already have solutions for these
pain points in place; however, the products have not been packaged or bundled in a deliberate way. This
innovation will suggest ways of bundling these services and approach women in new and interesting ways. We
will also share the results of our pilot program, and while these results are not conclusive, they point to the
opportunity credit unions have to address the pain points of this demographic. Our hope is for credit unions to use
our team’s findings to improve on our approach to providing financial solutions for women.
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II.

Background

The credit union industry is currently experiencing a period of flat membership growth caused primarily by an
extremely competitive landscape (Membership Growth, Demographic Shift Top Issues In CUNA's Latest
E-Scan Report

Credit Union Journal June 21, 2007).

In fact, consumers are bombarded constantly with an array of

financial products and services from both traditional and non-traditional financial institutions. Traditional
institutions include banks, credit unions, and thrifts. But others have entered the field, including tax preparation
companies, insurance companies, Internet-only banks, retail merchants, and more. Furthermore, the financial
services industry’s product offering is commoditized, making differentiation very difficult.
To seek relevance in the financial marketplace, our team recommends meeting the specific needs of women as a
form of differentiation. Many believe that women’s financial needs are the same as men’s. However, women do
face unique challenges that require a different approach. Consider the following statistics published by
MSMONEY in August of 2006
http://www.msmoney.com/mm/financial_health/msm_finhealth/women_money.htm:


Women live longer than men (approximately 7 years), so they need to save 20% more for retirement.



On average, women earn 25% less than men.
Since women tend to take time off to raise children or take care of parents (women take off roughly 11
years more from work than men), they save less than men do for retirement.
After earning lower salaries for fewer years, women's Social Security benefits are about half the amount
disbursed to men.
Between 1996 and 1998, 90% of women had certificates of deposit (CDs) in their retirement savings
accounts when a more aggressive investment vehicle would have been wiser.
Over 75% of all women are widowed at an average age of 56.
Almost 1 in 4 women is broke within two months of her husband's death.
53% of women are not covered by a pension, compared to only 22% of men.
A staggering 87% of the poverty stricken elderly are women.









While the same general principles of financial management apply to women and men, our survey of over 1,000
women identified the following “headaches:”
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We have summarized these results as the following three pain points as defined by women:
•

Paying bills

•

Setting up and managing a budget

•

Planning for retirement

These conclusions are important to credit unions because in this same survey we found that over 90% of women
respondents said they were responsible for paying their household bills. Another 75% indicated they were the
ones who manage the household budget. The following graphic depicts these results and segments them by age.
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Within these results, the two top financial concerns for women were identified as saving for both retirement and
to meet monthly bill payment needs. The results of our survey are as follows:
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The good news is that the women respondents listed credit unions as highly trusted as resources for financial
information, as seen below.

Likelihood of Seeking Financial Advise
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In this position of trust, credit unions have an opportunity to provide women with a package of financial services
that will improve their financial management skills and, in turn, replace the sense of burden with improved
confidence and greater independence.
Our research indicates that no other competitor in the financial services industry has specifically targeted women
to ease the pain points associated with payment of household bills, management of the family budget and
planning for retirement. As such, we feel that credit unions have a “blue ocean” opportunity to solve this
“headache” and gain the opportunity to attract, retain, and deepen our financial relationships with this important
demographic.
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III.

Solution

To drive credit union membership growth and retention, differentiation is needed that will be uniquely attractive
to both existing and potential new members. Our unique approach is to reduce the financial services burden that
most women share by eliminating the manual process of paying the bills and developing/managing budgets. In
doing so our expectation is that we will raise their interest in solving their most pressing need, retirement
planning, and that we will create value by meeting their specific needs through our concierge-type services.
It is interesting to note that the pain points that came out of our survey are progressive. Paying bills is an
immediate need, budgeting is a more intermediate concern, and retirement planning is a long-term objective.
What we propose is that credit unions design a package that facilitates a step-by-step approach but allows
individuals to take advantage of services based on their stage of financial preparedness. Most credit unions
already have solutions for these pain points in place; these solutions are just not packaged or bundled in a
deliberate way.
We propose positioning the bundled services as helping women achieve financial independence. While the
packaging will be progressive in nature, we should expect to meet each member where they are in their financial
journey and provide flexibility in how they approach each step.
Electronic Bill Pay
The first step toward financial independence will be assisting women in setting up automated bill payment.
Women will be offered the opportunity to receive one-on-one training so that they can learn to effectively set up
and use bill pay. The actual training would be conducted either via live online chat or over the phone by a highly
trained credit union professional. We envision that women will be able to schedule appointments online with
credit union staff, who in turn, will contact the member at the member’s convenience to help them enroll and
setup bill pay. Credit union staff will then use a co-browse capability to walk women through the process to
dynamically lead the member through the actual process of setting up real bills in the credit union’s existing bill
payment solution.
In terms of pricing, bill pay and the associated concierge feature will be offered for free. In fact, almost all
financial institutions that offer bill pay services do so for no charge. The reason for this is that bill pay has been
proven to be a “sticky” product and once a member sets up that process they are loathe to leave. Our unique
proposition is to go one step further and offer concierge-type assistance in setting up the bill pay. It is estimated
that this effort will take approximately 30 minutes per member. To minimize the cost to the credit union, and to
enhance the educational experience provided, it is recommended that “co-browsing” be implemented to conduct
the training and set-up. Another factor is the costs associated with helping members setup an initial bill payment
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and the OFX interface. It is estimated that, again, using co-browse, this setup time will be approximately 30
minutes and require the resources of an Internet -skilled call center agent.
Commercial Budgeting Software
The second step toward financial independence is establishing a budget. We suggest that credit unions begin by
leveraging existing tools such as commercial budgeting tools (i.e. Quicken or MS Money). The credit union
could utilize partner with a software provider (Intuit or Microsoft) that will allow women to download and install
the software at a low cost. Furthermore, the credit union could utilize an electronic (OFX) home banking interface
that facilitates the automatic download of account balance information into the budgeting software. credit union
staff could then walk the member through the online purchase of that software. Once the member has the
budgeting software in place the credit union would either offer individualized instruction or offer periodic classes
taught by trained budget planning experts. Separately the credit union could also offer group classes focused on
teaching women how to setup and effectively manage a household budget.
In terms of pricing, it is our initial recommendation not to charge new members for this training, and only charge
existing members a pass-thru fee. There are several factors involved with providing these concierge services. The
first cost factor is the expense involved with acquiring and setting up an OFX interface that will allow home
banking information to be automatically imported into the leading budgeting software. The cost for that interface
is approximately $10,000 (typically depends on CU asset size). The cost for any actual budgeting software will be
paid for by the member, although the credit unions can offer this software, with a reseller agreement, to members
at a reduced cost. Lastly, is the cost to offer classroom training in budget preparation. To reduce costs, this
training should be conducted in a group setting. Other costs that should be considered, if not already provided by
the credit union, are the costs associated with implementing a training development area, including PC access to
the Internet and copies of Quicken.
Investment Services
The third step toward financial independence is establishing a long-term financial plan with the goal of retirement.
This step addresses a most common fear of women: that they won’t have enough money in retirement. We
recommend that this step should be reached via an active referral process. In other words, after providing bill pay
and budget training, every effort should be made to successfully refer the member to a skilled credit union
retirement planner.
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IV.

Member Benefits

Through direct primary research, the ‘Nother Round Filene i3 team has determined that women are predominantly
responsible for paying the household bills and managing the family budget. However, these same women claim
that those responsibilities are onerous and they consider them to be a burdensome “headache.” Specifically
women told us the pain points related to financial management include paying bills, establishing a budget and
planning for retirement. The good news is that credit unions are a highly trusted as resource for women when
seeking financial information.
Pursuing a step-by-step approach that allows women to take advantage of services based on their stage of
financial preparedness will help to reduce their pain as it related to paying bills and budgeting. Furthermore, we
will build financial confidence and even greater independence for these women. Most importantly, through the
successful development and implementation of a retirement plan, we will help women to build a more secure
future.
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V.

Credit Union Benefits

Our research indicates that no other competitor in the financial services industry has specifically targeted women
to ease the pain points associated with payment of household bills, management of the family budget and
planning for retirement by packaging the related products and services (women have been targeted for retirement
services). As such we feel that credit unions have a “blue ocean” opportunity to solve this “headache” and gain
the opportunity to attract, retain, and deepen our financial relationships with this important demographic.
The result for credit unions is deepened member relationships, resulting in higher account usage and improved
overall member profitability.
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VI.

Target Market

The target market for this innovation is women of all ages. We did not collect any information on income or
working status, but it is also an assumption of our team that working women of middle to higher incomes would
be most attracted to this type of approach. This assumption is partly due to the fact that the survey and solution
presupposes online access and partly due to the general demographic of the credit unions surveyed. This was also
discussed during a focus group session we conducted with women responsible for paying the bills in the
household. Women participants felt that they may pay for the service if their incomes were high enough to justify
the cost.
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VII.

Marketing Plan

This innovation is all about marketing. It is intended to leverage existing products, combined with training, and
bundle them in such a way that credit unions can position themselves as relevant to women – a demographic that
we believe to be largely untapped in the financial industry. How credit unions choose to communicate with their
members will vary considerably and brand positioning, technical capabilities and product design top this list of
success factors. However, the following factors are important marketing considerations:
Products: Electronic bill payment, commercial budgeting software, and investment services. Most credit unions
already have solutions for these pain points in place; however, the products have not been packaged or bundled
with training in a deliberate way.
Place: Bill pay training and usage is designed as an online offering supported with computer-based tools and
budget training is preferably done in a classroom setting.
Price: We recommend offering the entire suite of products and services, including classroom budget training, all
at no cost to the member. The return on investment must be measured in attracting new account relationships and
deepening existing relationships and this will be expanded upon in the following section entitled “Financial
Considerations.”
Packaging: We recommend packaging bill payment, budgeting, and investment planning in a way that is
attractive to women without discriminating against men. We suggest that credit unions position these service
offerings with a goal toward financial independence. Specific benefits supporting this strategy include time
savings, ease of use, increased confidence, financial independence and financial security.
Promotion: With a specific focus on the promotion related to the bundled products, the following tactics are
examples of promotional efforts that assume a higher level of technical capability but within a limited budget:
•

Email Campaign - Launch a targeted email campaign driving women to a specifically designed Web page
within the credit unions Website.

•

Flash Promotions – Place various flash ads strategically located within the credit union’s Website driving
members to a specifically designed Web page within the credit unions Website.

•

Video Promotions – Utilize inbranch video capabilities to drive awareness of the information available on
the Web or to drive inquires.
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In addition to the above, we expect that each credit union would want to leverage existing relationships with
organizations that cater to women as well as cross promote other products and services offered by the credit
union.
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VIII.

Financial Considerations

Scenarios
We believe there are three possible ROI scenarios for credit unions implementing this innovation. First, is to
attract new members. Second, is to better retain existing members through the “stickiness” of bill pay usage.
Third, is to deepen relationships with those members. For purposes of attracting new members we have modeled a
growth rate of one, two, and three new members per week based on the typical profitability of a member that
primarily uses the online channel. In all three scenarios, the credit union is profitable. In terms of retaining
members, based on published studies, we have factored a 75% reduction in current attrition rates. Using this rate,
the credit union achieves an ROI within four years, and years five and beyond are purely profitable. Lastly, we
have not calculated the potential profitability of deepening relationships (selling more products) with these
members as those estimates are not readily predictable. Regardless, since all three scenarios come into play, we
believe this innovation, with so little additional investment required, could achieve a rapid ROI and result in longterm profits for the credit union.
Leveraging Existing Costs
We believe the costs to offer these concierge services to be minimal as most of the tools required are generally
available and in many cases may already be in use at the credit union. These tools include electronic bill pay, cobrowsing capability to facilitate online setup and education, an OFX home banking interface to enable the
automatic download of account information into a budgeting system, an online budgeting purchasing capability,
an online calendaring system for members to schedule concierge appointments, and the skilled staff to assist
members in the use/setup of bill payment and budgeting software.
Scenario 1: New Member Growth Profitability
In terms of additional revenue that the credit union might achieve, it is difficult to predict how many new women
will join the credit union or how deep the relationships might result. However, many credit unions measure the
profitability of members based on the primary channels that they use. Since the products and services offered to
women for this effort will be delivered primarily via the Web channel (online bill pay, OFX to budgeting online
interface, Web co-browse assistance), for planning purposes, we have assumed that each member will primarily
use the Web channel. The profitability of the channel already takes into account all of the cost factors associated
with supporting that channel. These factors include the cost for bill pay, online banking, OFX interface, Web
chat/co-browsing, Web marketing, Web support personnel, call center support personnel, etc.
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Listed below in Chart #1 is the actual profitability numbers reported for SAFE Credit Union as of February 2007
for the Web channel. Using those numbers, we can then calculate the potential profitability for each new or
existing member that takes advantage of our bill pay/budgeting concierge services.
Web Channel Profitability at SAFE CU (Chart #1)

Branch
Web - 42

LOANS
Avg
YTD
Balance
Growth
77,812

Avg
Balance

10,191

YTD
Growth

107,376

(4,331)

DEPOSITS
Total
Expense
(3,136)

Net
Income
2,783

In fact, the current profitability of the Web channel is $2,783,000 per year divided by the number of members
that use the channel or 42,000 members which equals $66 in profit per member per year.
Using this profitability amount, we can then subtract the additional costs not currently factored into the
profitability equation, to derive our annual profit per member that would use our additional bill pay/budgeting
services (see Chart #2).
Average Annual Profitability per new Member with the bill pay/Budgeting Services (Chart #2)

Average Annual Web Channel Member Profitiability
Provide 1 time Formal Classroom training on budgeting
Provide 30 mins of setup support
Profitability

Year 1
$66
-$50
-$15
$1

Year 2
$66
$0
$0
$66

Year 3
$66
$0
$0
$66

Year 4
$66
$0
$0
$66

Totals
$198
-$50
-$15
$133

We can then calculate what our profitability would be if we attracted new women members to use our online
channel. For purposes of this exercise we calculated from 1 to 3 members per week (see Chart #3).
Additional Projected Annual new Member Profitability with the bill pay/Budgeting Services (Chart# 3)

Year 1
Profitability for adding 1 new member per week. (52 Members)

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Total

$52

$3,432

$3,432

$3,432

$10,348

Profitability for adding 2 new members per week. (104 Members)

$104

$6,864

$6,864

$6,864

$20,696

Profitability for adding 3 new members per week.

$156

$10,296

$10,296

$10,296

$31,044

These charts clearly indicate a profit for the credit union, if it can bring in new members to use their online Web
channel.
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Scenario 2: Existing Member ROI Based on Reduced Attrition Rates
Published studies by Wells Fargo and Bank of America indicate that banking customers who use online bill pay
services are 70% to 80% less likely to leave or switch their financial institution (BAI Online, January / February
2004 Volume LXXX Number I, “Not So Sticky?” by Lauri Giesen see: http://www.bai.org/bankingstrategies/2004jan-feb/sticky/index.asp). This is based on the fact that setting up bill pay is onerous, and once done, the customer

is loathe to repeat that effort somewhere else. On the other hand, existing profitability can be significantly eroded
in the short term by current online banking users that take advantage of the new concierge services (the credit
union absorbs the costs of those new services), if those members do not acquire additional products and services.
However, an ROI can still be achieved in four years for those members, because the attrition rate is expected to be
reduced by 75%. Using SAFE CU as an example, let’s assume that all 62,500 female members took advantage of
the new bill pay/Budget concierge service. The costs to SAFE CU would be $935,000. However, based on
research published by Wells Fargo and Bank of America, indicating that bill pay users are 70% to 80% less likely
to leave the credit union, let’s assume that SAFE CU’s current attrition rate of 5% was reduced to 1.5%. In this
scenario, the breakeven is outlined below in chart #4. Please note that, for years five and beyond, the credit union
benefits by approximately $235,000 per year (in this example) as the lower attrition rate of 75% reaps long-term
profits.
Breakeven for existing Members that use the new bill pay/Budgeting Services (Chart# 3)

Expenses: All existing female members (62,500) are provided
30 mins of setup support ($15 * 62,500) = $937,500 one time.
Revenues: Reduce annual attrition rate by 75% (from 5% to
1.5%). Cost is $100 per attrition (( 62,500 * .05) - (62,500 *
.015)) * $100 = $234,375 annual

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

$937,500

$0

$0

Year 4

Totals

$0 $937,500

$234,375 $234,375 $234,375 $234,375 $937,500 .

Scenario 3 Profits from Deepened Relationships
Currently, we have no estimates as to specifically what or how many additional products and services might be
sold to female members that participate in our concierge services. However, it is important to note that scenarios 1
and 2 show clear and distinct ROI/profits; the addition of deepened relationships is the icing on the cake.
We do know that women have expressed a strong desire to have assistance and support in retirement planning. As
a result, it makes sense that the credit union would focus follow-up sales efforts on products and services that can
meet those needs. From those efforts, it should be highly considered that additional sales and associated profits
would result. Those sales results are not currently estimated, but after the pilot, based on results, estimates can and
will be presented.
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IX.

Proof of Concept

Overview: SAFE Credit Union conducted a pilot project, targeted toward women, to offer online bill pay training
and setup, budgeting classes, and retirement planning. The pilot was conducted from June 15 through August 15,
2007. The purpose of the pilot was two-fold. First, to determine if women would use the bill pay training and
setup concierge service to begin paying bills online. Second, to offer women budgeting classes in hopes that they
would, in return, deepen their relationship with SAFE CU by accepting offered retirement planning products.
Setup: SAFE CU created a “women’s site” within its overall Website. The “women’s site” was built so that
women could be exposed to both the online bill training and budgeting classes. Furthermore, the site allowed
women to “schedule” their classes online. The Web page is displayed on the following page and can be found at
https://www.safecu.org/online_services/women_finance/index.aspx.
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Marketing: The “women’s site” along with the availability of bill pay and budgeting classes were advertised
through the Website and the SAFE Advisor newsletter that is sent to all members every month.
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In addition, on the homepage of the overall SAFE CU Website a banner was created that offered direct links to
the women’s page and its offering. Lastly, a direct email campaign was conducted to 300 women members that
did not have bill pay.

Delivery: The bill pay class was delivered entirely online by trained SAFE CU support staff that work in the
Internet Call Center. The training was conducted via phone, with both the Internet support representative and the
member working jointly to setup and pay bills in an interactive session. The available training times were between
4:00 and 5:00 PM Monday through Friday and one Saturday between 9:00 AM and 1:00 PM. See the resources
page below and the sign-up page for free online bill pay training:
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The budgeting class was delivered in a classroom setting located at a SAFE CU training center, where PC’s were
available for accessing the SAFE CU Website and were loaded with the Quicken budgeting software. The class
was conducted on a week night, lasting 2 hours, starting at 6:00 PM and was taught by a trained budget
counseling professional from ByDesign, a not-for-profit consumer counseling agency. At the end of the class, the
women were offered free one–on-one “retirement planning” appointments with qualified SAFE CU staff.
Results: Results for the online bill pay training and setup classes were disappointing. A total of sixty one-on-one
classes were available, but only 6 classes were taken (10%). Of those 6 classes, only one appears to be actively
using the system and no further products were sold. As for the outbound email campaign, 303 emails were sent to
prospective women. Of those 63 were opened, and of those 3 signed up for bill pay without taking the class, but
not a single class was taken by any of the 63. A total of 8 women signed up for the Budgeting Made Easy class.
Of those, no additional products or services were added to the account.
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It must be noted that SAFE also offers “home banking” training, not just for women, but for any and all members.
The focus is on the entire “home banking” environment and little time is spent on bill pay. However, 10 people
took that class and 3 applied for bill pay shortly after the class, plus 6 signed up for eStatements. This may
validate the thought that hands on training for bill pay would have a greater degree of success than Internet based
training.

Lessons Learned
Summary: SAFE staff personnel that participated in developing and implementing the pilot were very excited
about the focus on women. They believed it would be of great value to women and would be warmly received.
However, the results from the online bill pay portion of the training were less than stellar. Still, based on the
reaction from staff, it seems that having programs tailored for women does resonate. It just remains to be seen
what type of products or services can be developed that will truly “capture” that demographic.
Bill Pay: Although women expressed (in our survey) that paying bills is their most onerous financial services
task, soliciting them to receive bill pay training, online, to help ease that burden did not resonate. It is possible
that because the training was conducted “online” that the women who are comfortable with that channel are
already using bill pay. Therefore, it might be more important to offer “Internet training/including bill pay” in a
classroom setting. In fact, one idea worth trying is to offer that classroom training with the stipulation that
graduates must use bill pay.
Budget Training: The training class offered for budget training was successful, but the cost of the class (now
reduced to $300 for 8 students) is still very expensive, especially since our one class did not result in any cross
sales. Going forward it might make sense to offer the training, but only if the member commits to using bill pay
and the online channel.
Retirement Planning: Women expressed that retirement planning was their number one financial concern. Our
goal in the pilot was to gain the trust and appreciation of women through our bill pay and budget training classes
in hopes that would lead to retirement planning referrals. With the small segment of women that responded, we
did not get a single referral. It may be that these women did not respond as they are so focused on fixing tactical
problems, like paying bills, that strategic issues, like retirement planning, just did not resonate. Therefore, one go
forward approach would be to target women that have a longer, proven track record of consistent bill pay usage,
and offer them retirement planning.
Alternative Approach on Bill Payment: As we presented our project idea and discussed it with industry
experts, we began to realize that we might have hit on a larger consumer need. A frequent anecdotal response that
we heard from both men and women alike was, “I would pay somebody to just take the entire bill paying process
over from me. It’s a pain and a hassle and I don’t like dealing with it.” From the broader consumer context,
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across the country, services are developing that meet the needs of “overly busy” consumers from companies that
will “scoop poop” in people’s lawns to concierge services that will do really any task that you simply don’t have
time to complete. From a marketplace need standpoint, we feel that credit unions, as trusted advisors could
provide a concierge bill payment service that would match up with consumer expectations. In response to this
realization we explored the possibility of offering a full bill payment management service. In fact, there are
vendors in the marketplace that offer this type of service (today typically serving the wealth management and high
net worth market segment) and they may be willing to partner with credit unions.
A full bill pay management solution overcomes many of the limitations of current bill payment solutions. The
current online bill pay solution only “pays the bills” beyond this, the consumer is on their own. For example,
there is no capability to track expenses by the types of bills paid (i.e. groceries), or other more granular summary
budgeting capabilities. Vendor disputes are managed by the member on a case by case basis and are both time
consuming and frustrating. Furthermore, payment history and bill review are left up to the member auto payments
typically are turned on and ignored by consumers.
A full robust bill pay management solution would be comprehensive and include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Document Management
Bill Review
Bill Payment
Vendor Disputes
Expense Reporting
Process Management
Data Analysis

By managing all of the above for the consumer, a credit union could handle all aspects of a member’s daily
personal finances adding value in all seven steps, not just the act of bill payment. In practice, this is accomplished
by assigning a personal bookkeeper to each member that would in turn assist with the administration of the
member’s daily finances, provide decision making and most importantly manage the process (which is simply
making sure everything gets done on time and accurately).
Most consumers these days are more comfortable paying for assistance with things in life they either deem as a
chore or are too important to be mismanaged by them. Managing daily finances in life is a necessity; however,
mismanaging daily finances carries heavy penalties in the form of lost time, credit score issues, late payments,
fees, mounting debt and other issues. Though we believe the marketplace will readily pay for this comprehensive
service, cost effectiveness is a key-providing a personal bookkeeping service as a cost that is satisfactory to the
user is critical. In our opinion, providers of this service in the market today need to significantly drive down their
pricing models in order to attract a broader mass audience of consumers.
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As this project concludes, at least one member of our team intends to further pursue this comprehensive bill
management solution as a complimentary alternative to its existing bill payment offering.
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X.

Getting Started

The following tasks will get you started:
1) Review the credit union’s bill payment and investment services offerings as lead products.
2) Develop co-browse capability.
3) Establish a relationship with a commercial budgeting software company and then offer this software
(ideally at a discount) to the credit union’s membership.
4) Develop training and scripts for staff in providing this training. Include retirement planning referral
training.
5) Explore options for offering counseling or investment training as part of a comprehensive approach.
6) Develop an appointment schedule with an online appointment application.
7) Create appointment confirmation email content.
8) Develop email for email campaign.
9) Create landing page within the credit union’s Website.
10) Create Flash ad that will be used within Live Person chat windows and credit union’s Website.
11) Develop way to track who took the offer.
Operationally suggestions include the following approach:
Bill pay and Quicken OFX setup: Women will schedule 30 minute appointments using an online application
located at the credit union’s Website. The online application will auto generate a confirmation email that will
include the date and time of the requested appointment as well as a recommendation that each woman bring one
or two bills to the appointment. Two days prior to each appointment, the Contact Center will contact the member
to confirm the appointment and ensure they are currently signed up, for home banking and bill pay. If the member
is not signed up the Contact Center will walk the member through each enrollment process. On appointment date,
the Contact Center will call the women at the appointed time. Using Co-Browse, the Contact Center will setup
two payees and two scheduled payments within bill pay. If Quicken is available, the Contact Center will assist the
member in setting up their accounts within Quicken and perform a successful download. Once the appointment
has ended, a survey will be sent to capture the member’s feedback regarding the appointment. Referrals will be
sent to the credit union’s CUSO representatives for retirement planning purposes.
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Quicken Class/ Budget Training: Establish a relationship with an existing online Quicken educational provider.
In addition, or alternatively, offer budgeting classes through an investment CUSO or through partnership with
Consumer Credit Counseling. At then end of each class, trainers will offer to make appointments for members to
meet with CUSO representatives for retirement planning purposes.
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